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Welcome to the 1st edition of the
Glendale Times (GT). The GT is a
100% voluntary endeavor and is
being produced for and by the people
of Glendale Isle of Skye.

or computer, free access to the
internet and equipment (not to
mention a cup of tea) is available
every Thursday 11am – 1pm in the
Glendale Hall.

The success of the GT will be down
to the support it receives for the effort
that goes into producing a worthwhile
read. We are keen to publish any
relevant information and share any
stories of interest. In particular, we
are keen to receive, pictures
advertising, articles and comment
which will add value to our audiences’
experience.

We hope you enjoy the articles,
please provide feedback, good, bad
or indifferent it will all help.
If you have a scoop, comments,
information, advertising or pictures
that you would like to share please
send them to
gcneditor@outlook.com

Who is the new LDO?
Find out…...
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Due to the cost of print the GT will be
produced electronically. It will be
made available via the Glendale Trust
Website the Glendale Facebook page
and also via email on a quarterly
basis. To register/unregister from the
mailing list simply click here and
complete the form.
We may publish the paper in hard
copy in the future but this will be
dependent on how well the paper is
supported.
If you are aware of anyone who
would like to read the articles but
does not have access to the internet

New Glendale First Responders
Congratulations to the new Glendale First Responder
Recruits.
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Out with the
Old in with the
New
By Elgar

After 4 great years in post I am extremely
proud to have supported the recent
achievements of the Glendale
community. I could probably write a book
on the highs, lows and confessions of the
Glendale Local Development Officer
(LDO) but that will have to wait as I’ve not
quite finished yet…. My LDO work began
part time with the primary focus on
publishing and subsequent delivery of the
Glendale Growth Plan. The plan was
published in October 2012, containing 11
projects and ideas which had been
suggested by the community in order to
deliver the areas vision for the future.
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surrounding area has delivered a strong
foundation on which the rich culture and
heritage of Glendale can be further
investigated. There were many
deliverables from this project not just in
terms of aesthetic improvement to the
area but in the qualification of 3 people in
Drystone Walling, the production of a
community video and associated bilingual educational leaflets. These
outcomes will provide a wide ranging
benefits and a long lasting resource for
the community and individuals.

project forward. This really demonstrated
that all organisations and individuals can
mutually benefit by working together to
deliver for the area. Unfortunately
circumstances out with the control of the
group have led to delays in the project
reaching full fruition, imminent clarification
on the fish farm application as well as the
announcement of new funds being
available from the Coastal Communities
Fund (opening again in July 2016) mean
the prospects are looking extremely
positive for the area at Meanish.

2) The Meanish Pier Project

3) Borrodale School Project

The Meanish Pier project started long
before my arrival. The concept of
community ownership of the area and slip
at Meanish had been around for seven
years before I took up post, so it was with
great pleasure that the Glendale Trust
managed to bring this asset into

By far and away this is the most critical of
projects for Glendale. After unanimous
support for the purchase and use of the
school for community benefit, this project
has developed into a hugely significant
project for the area and community. It is
intrinsically linked to almost all the other
projects including the pier, highland
market, cemetery wall and housing
projects. To have developed the project
from idea, through options appraisal,
feasibility, community ownership and
detailed planning it has been a wonderful
learning experience that has had so much
input from not only the local community
but also from those with connections to

I am delighted to have contributed to the
progress of a significant number of these
interesting projects and witnessed
firsthand the subsequent benefits they
have delivered for the area. A summary
of the key projects, milestones and
progress follows….
1) The Glendale Cemetery Wall

Drascombe boats moored at Meanish

community ownership.
The visit and use of the pier by the Dutch
sailors highlighted just how important the
functionality of this amazing asset could
be, it was a real joy to the see the area at
Meanish being fully utilized (albeit without
access to toilets)! The project has been
slow to develop however the community
now have detailed plans on which to build
into the future. One of the biggest
The new wall in situ
highlights of my time as LDO was the
One of the most rewarding projects I have formation of the Meanish Pier working
been lucky to support was the Community group which consisted of representatives
from The Glendale Estate Management
Councils Cemetery Wall project. Like
many it was simply an idea back in 2012, Committee, the Glendale Community
but has now been fully completed with an Council, the Glendale Moorings
Association, The Glendale Trust, local
excellent wall in place around the new
landowners and commercial boat
cemetery. The fascinating research into
operator all working together to drive the
the history of the cemetery and

Heritage display proposal at Borrodale School

Glendale from all around the world. The
delivery of a world class heritage center
and space where people can gather all
year round will dramatically improve the
area for visitors and locals alike while
showcasing the true importance of
Glendale in national and international
history. A community owned space that
will operate all year round, will act as
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educational facility as well as well as a
social enterprise will provide many
economic and community benefits long
into the future. The improvement to the
building alone will have a dramatic effect
on the aesthetics of Glendale. Those with
strong emotional attachment to the school
will no doubt feel comforted that it will
continue to deliver many opportunities
and prosperity for the community for
many years to come. The final funding
applications have been submitted for
this project and I am really excited
about hearing the outcomes around
September 2016.
4) Next Generation Broadband project
Another project which was identified as
an aspiration before my arrival as LDO
but one which the Glendale Trust had
correctly identified as important for the
residents and businesses of the area.
Communication and in particular
broadband is now recognised as the 3rd
utility along with power and water.
Broadband is almost essential now for
everyday function. Work on this project
has seen the working group patiently
monitor the roll out plans for superfast
broadband over many years while
developing plans which have now
evolved into a much larger and now fully
independent project North Skye
Broadband. This new project now aims to
operate over a much wider area of Skye
but has Glendale as part of its core
project area and as such will seek to
provide Glendale with much needed
access to superfast broadband services.
The importance of reliable, robust
futureproof broadband is essential if we
are to continue to attract business, and
families to the area, it will ensure our
standard of living is comparable to the
rest of the country while remaining
competitive and on a par with other areas
who already have access to these
essential services.
5) The Glendale Highland Market
A wonderful project that has been fully
delivered from a concept back in October
2012 to completion in 2015. Supporting
the rural and agricultural development of
the area is extremely important and the
success of the Glendale Highland Market
project demonstrates the value of
Glendale’s local produce and producers.
The project was designed to complement
the successful craft fair, supporting the
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work of the Glendale Hall committee in
raising funds for the community hall. This
project highlighted the benefits of high
quality feasibility studies. After the
completion of the feasibility study and
business planning stages funding was
secured and the recommendations of the

7) Community Transport
Another critically important project for the
area that unfortunately has been placed
on the back burner due to the available
resources of the Trust. The detailed and
thorough work carried out to date has
provided a foundation for this project to
developed when the volunteers have the
capacity and resources to deliver it
further.
8) Affordable Housing

It is essential that affordable housing is
made available in Glendale if the area is
to attract a younger population and cater
for the elderly into the future. This project
has developed from the concept of microcrofts and the aim is to provide
accommodation that would be attractive
to young people as well as the elderly.
Robust plans have been developed
through the feasibility work but a lot is to
Glendale Highland Market in full swing
be done to refine the proposal before
feasibility study were followed to the letter funding is sought. Partnership with the
Highlands Small Communities Trust and
resulting in the project being nominated
Scottish Crofting Federation will seek to
for and being runner up in the Scottish
produce a robust long term sustainable
Rural Parliaments Innovation Award for
project with wider ranging benefits.
Food and Drink 2015. One of the many
highlights of the summer was seeing the
None of the progress across these
community engaged in the production,
selling, buying and promotion of our local projects would have been achievable
without the time effort and dedication of
produce. 2016 will be another exciting
year for the project and all those involved the many volunteers involved across the
all the organisations who work tirelessly
with it as it builds on its success.
for the benefit of the area. Working for the
Glendale Trust I have been fortunate to
6) The Glendale IT project
experience some fantastic achievements
The Glendale IT project continues to be a which have far and away outweighed
highly valued asset for the area, this has some of the negative aspects of working
grown from very small pilot run over a
for a community. I would like to take this
12week period to an important
opportunity to thank all those who have
educational resource for anyone in the
supported my work over the recent years
area who wishes to learn about anything your support has been a real driving
to do with computers and broadband. We force. The generosity of those willing to
are fortunate to be one of the only areas
give up their time and skills has been truly
on the island to offer free wifi access from humbling to experience and I hope that
our community hall, while providing
similar support will continue to be shown
access to computers, ipads, cameras and to Elizabeth who will no doubt will be a
other equipment completely free of
huge asset for the area.
charge to everyone. Importantly the
I look forward to continuing support
project has contributed significantly the
Glendale through my work for North Skye
local school children IT education.
Broadband, I loved working for the Trust
Catriona has been a wonderful resource
and the community but my background in
to the project and many of the regulars
internet technology and an understanding
have developed their skills immensely
of the importance of access to superfast
thanks to her professionalism and
reliable broadband for our area led me to
dedication.
the decision to focus on a new
challenge…….
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New LDO
by Elizabeth Macleod

First of all, I would like to thank Elgar for
his hard work over the last few years and
for what he has achieved in preparing
and implementing the Glendale
community growth plan. I wish him luck
with North Skye Broadband. Fortunately,
Elgar isn’t going far so he will be around
to help as I take over as your
development officer.
I’m sure some of you will know me but I
will provide a wee bit of background for
those who don’t. I was brought up on
Skye and my dad was a keeper at Neist
Point Lighthouse until it was automated.
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My family connection with Glendale goes
back further than my dad’s employment
at Neist Point, my grandad went to
Borrodale School and the family croft at
Millovaig is still looked after by my dad’s
2nd cousin. We have a small plot of land
that my family and friends use as a base
for camping and fishing. Dad still
operates a small fishing boat at Meanish
Pier which we all enjoy days out on when
we can.

News with progress and information on
events in Glendale, and my, work.

After finishing school, I left Skye due to a
lack of further education or employment
opportunities, a common story… I
managed to return to Skye in my early
30’s after studying for a degree in
Environmental Science and I
subsequently gained employment in a
planning and development role within the
aquaculture industry. I have taken
projects including, new developments and
modifications, from planning through to
completion and delivery. More recently I
have completed an MSc. with distinction
in Coastal Zone Management.

It is truly an honour to be given this
opportunity to work for a community that
holds so much history for me and my
family.

This experience will hopefully assist me in
progressing the communities current and
future projects.
My priorities in taking over this post are to
continue to implement your community
growth plan and to fulfil the ongoing
projects that have arisen from this. The
three main projects are the Borrodale
School, Meanish Pier and the affordable
housing/crofts. These are all very
interesting proposals that I believe may
have the potential to bring socioeconomic benefits to Glendale without
changing the overall feeling of the
area. I am keen to see Glendale
develop in a sustainable and
sensitive way which encourages
and offers opportunities to the
community as a whole.
In the future I may look to update
the community growth plan
although this is not a priority at the
moment. Any update will involve a
great deal of community input which
I hope you would wish to be part of,
it’s essential as many people from
the area are involved to ensure the
vision for Glendale can be realised.
I will try also to maintain a social
media presence and continue to
update the Glendale Community

As I will be mostly working from home in
Portree I feel I need to set time aside to
be in Glendale to get to know you all. I
plan to be at the Community Hall when
the craft fair and Glendale Highland
Market is on so please feel free to pop in
and introduce yourself. I look forward to
getting to know you all over a cuppa.

I aim to be accessible and can always be
contacted via email:
elziabeth.macleod@theglendaletrust.org
or by phone (07902093608).
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North Skye Broadband
by Elgar

North Skye Broadband has been driven by the work of
grass roots local community organisations who recognised
many years ago that broadband provision for local
communities is, at best adequate, but for many practically
non-existent on Skye. Concerns were raised as far back as
2011 that without significant investment in reliable
infrastructure our rural areas and in particular Glendale
would be facing a rapidly widening digital divide.
North Skye Broadband will deliver one of the largest
community led, super-fast, broadband projects in Scotland.
The locally operated, staffed and managed service aims to
deliver a minimum of 30Mbps to 100% of the properties
across Skye that will not benefit in the current BT superfast
roll out. In these days of telehealth, remote working, and
international business requirements, 30mbps isn’t a luxury
– it is an absolute necessity.
The area of Glendale is currently designated as a “Next
Generation Access White” area which means that the entire
area will not benefit from the current roll out of superfast
broadband services for at least 3 or more years. North Skye
Broadband aims to deliver these services in the areas of
Glendale, Struan and Waternish as part of its core phase 1
area. If you are interested in knowing more about the
project and keeping up to date, please register an interest
via the North Skye Broadband website. If you click here you
will be taken directly to the page.
Please keep an eye out for updates regarding this project
and if you have any questions please do not hesitate to get
in touch. Elgar.finlay@northskyebroadband.com

Possible Glendale?
Recently Glendale had the pleasure of hosting an
interesting community engagement event. Possible
Scotland is a travelling workshop that investigates
Scotland’s opportunities through people and place. Lateral
North, who are running the project, aim to listen to local
people and uncover prosperous projects throughout the
country visiting up to 50 destinations in Scotland throughout
2016. The project aims to develop communities’ future
visioning’s of their local context and convey ideas to
politicians, activists and local authorities. These workshops
provide a voice between each community and the people

involved in future decision making. The project will result in
the development of a contemporary Atlas of Scotland and
an online database which will be the cumulative voice of
hundreds and thousands of people from Scotland. Lateral
North believe Scotland is awash with potential, ambition
and opportunities and they hope Glendale will join them on
this journey; a journey of a future Possible Scotland.
The report and feedback from the visit and the ideas that
have been suggested for Glendale will be available in the
coming weeks.
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New Community Life
Savers
Congratulations to the new recruits who have successfully
passed their First Responders Training. The new members
are Iona Craft, Angie Atherton, Stewart Edinburgh, Ian
MacLean and Sally Worsley. Each of the new recruits
completed the new very intensive four-day training course
and are all very welcome additions. They join longstanding
active members Andrea Holden, Jo Manwaring-Spencer,
Margaret MacPhee, Jane Corfield, Sam Thorburn and Dave
Owen. Glendale is fortunate to have such dedicated
volunteers who are on call and respond when there is an
emergency. Much of their work goes unreported due to
data protection however the area is very appreciative of the
effort these volunteers go to in order to provide emergency
support and keep up with their training. The Glendale First
Responders group was officially launched in 2013 by Jane
Corfield. An ambulance is always sent to any urgent calls
but having first responders supports a patient’s condition
and provides care until an ambulance arrives. First
responders are trained in life-saving skills and how to
operate a defibrillator, and also carry a response kit with
oxygen. Their care can help enhance clinical outcomes.
While we hope they are not very busy we hope you can
continue to support the First Responders there is a
donations jar in the Post Office and they are always keen to
secure more recruits. Contact Maggie MacPhee m_macphee@btinternet.com for more information.

Glendale Sport Stars
Congratulations to Iona Craft and Dave Canning of
Glendale for their excellent performances in the Glendale
Half Marathon. Iona finished second of all female entrants
and Dave achieved a personal best time for the distance.

Top Three Ladies (Iona Left)

It’s that time of the year when our visitors are kindly asked to observe the rules
of the road!
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Can we Dig it? Yes, you can! Say
Colbost Common Grazing’s…
At the Colbost commons grazing committee’s AGM
unanimous support was given to a proposal from locally
born Ann MacSween to revisit her previous excavation and
archaeological work at Dun Colbost Broch. The idea to
revisit Ann’s previous work at the site arose from her
participation and involvement in the Glendale Cemetery
Wall project back in the summer of 2014.

Kids from Borrodale School attending the excavation

they recovered various finds including pottery dating to the
Iron Age, over two thousand years ago, which is similar to
the pottery from other excavated brochs in the area
including Dun an Iardhard near Dunvegan Castle and Dun
Beag near Struan.
John Barber, an expert in broch architecture, has agreed to
co-direct the excavations at Dun Colbost. He is Chairman
of AOC Archaeology Group and in addition to finishing off a
doctorate on Iron Age engineering is currently involved in a
number of community archaeology projects in Caithness.
While Ann has previously researched the brochs and duns
of Skye, her expertise is in artefacts, especially pottery, so
together they will no doubt make an excellent team.

These excavations showed that there is good survival of
archaeological materials on the site and that further
fieldwork would help us understand more about the
construction of the broch and the life of its inhabitants.
The proposal is currently based on three years of
excavation and the provision of better access and
information -

Both professionals are very interested in what brochs can
tell us about the communities that lived in Skye 2000 years
ago. Dun Colbost is a well preserved example in a beautiful
location and there is a feeling that it is a site that both locals
and visitors would enjoy visiting.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s Ann MacSween and
Dave Reed carried out excavations at Dun Colbost. The
purpose of the excavations was to assess the
archaeological deposits on top of the knoll, and also below
the knoll. Three short seasons of excavation were carried
out and there was considerable interest from the
community throughout. Ann was particularly pleased to be
able to host a visit from Borrodale school.

Ann working at Dun Colbost Broch
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The Project Proposal is to run over 5 years and will include
-

Crofters Corner

Year 1 (2017) – excavate the entrance passage and reveal
and secure the lintels. Excavate the floor of the passage
and retrieve any dating material. Clear the wall-head.

by Donald Murdie

Year 2 (2018) – excavate the broch interior. This will
require a considerable amount of stone removal before the
excavation begins.
Year 3 (2019) – complete excavation of the broch interior
and excavate between the broch and the surrounding wall.
Years 4 and 5 (2020/21) – completion of reporting and
publication, path works and interpretation.
The proposal which is still currently in the development
stages intends to provide opportunities for the involvement
of the local community and may also offer site tours and
lectures. Work is ongoing to provide more information
regarding the project and it is anticipated that public
workshops will be carried out in the area for those who are
interested in knowing more.

When we moved the short distance across the Minch from
Lewis to Skye a few years ago the biggest surprise was the
total contrast in the soil types each side of that narrow
stretch of water. We were used to working peaty feannags
amongst the hard rock, but over here we found a selfdraining, reddish, mineral soil.
The reason of course is the underlying geology. The Outer
Hebrides consist of some of the planet’s oldest and hardest
rocks, whereas the north of Skye is formed of some of the
youngest. The north Skye soils, which result from volcanic
activity in the Tertiary geological period, are potentially very
fertile indeed and with the addition of plenty of organic
matter they will, given shelter, grow almost anything. So it’s
no surprise to learn that Glendale was once noted for
growing cabbages!
Anyway, it’s June already and what a difference a year
makes. Last summer (what summer?) was one of those,
like 1993 and 2005, that we would wish to forget. This year
drought, and keeping the polytunnels cool enough, looks
like being the main problem!
The tomatoes are well established, growing in the soil of
one of the two polytunnels, which was prepared over the
winter with a good dose of fresh seaweed incorporated;
likewise, cucumbers and courgettes. The tomatoes in
particular need an early start, sown in late February on a
south-facing windowsill. Cabbage, sprouts and broccoli and
also leeks were started 4 – 6 weeks ago in a polytunnel
and most are now planted outside under net cloches,
mainly for rabbit and sparrow protection. Potatoes are now
well through the ground and carrots, sown a month ago,
are showing well and will very soon need to be laboriously
weeded by hand. Peas are climbing on their supports made
of old Rylock fencing. Inside one of the tunnels, the
overwintered garlic crop is ready for lifting and drying off.

Decorated Pottery taken from the site at Dun Colbost Broch

As part of the Glendale Homecoming 22nd - 23rd of July,
Ann and John will be hosting a talk on their proposal.
Weather permitting on site at Dun Colbost Broch or in the
Glendale Hall on Friday 22nd July 2016 Look out for more
info locally.

Two of our main crops are currently in production;
strawberries and asparagus, both polytunnel grown. The
outdoor strawberries will produce about a month later, and
the raspberries, in a sheltered place in a fruit cage, will start
a couple of weeks after that. Asparagus can be cropped up
to the solstice and must then be left to grow the tall ferns
that will produce the plants’ energy and nutrition for next
year.
What to do now? It’s not too late to sow carrots, peas and
broad beans outside and any spare ground can be used for
quick-growing salad crops.
Finally, here’s a thought. If you’d planted early potatoes
inside a polytunnel at the beginning of March, you could be
eating them now. Worth thinking about for next year…..
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campfire lobster?”, “Also” says Natalie “a lot of this produce
is sold to Michelin star restaurants. Visitors are really
interested in the story behind the food, it’s so fresh the
vegetables will at least survive the journey home, wherever
in the world our visitors are from!”
Ian and Robbie of Homes by the Sea fame are eager to
point out that you can create a complete meal from the
produce on sale at the market “its friendly and competitive
but everything is here. Including ourselves, there are three
fruit and veg producers, you can also buy sausages and
chicken, fish or lobsters and with Nel who bakes for the
Red Roof providing fresh baking the culinary possibilities
are boundless”

Glendale Highland
Market Summer Launch
By Natalie Bayfield

On Tuesday 21st June The Glendale Highland Market
launches for its second year running, delivering its
incredibly successful local produce hub on the Isle of Skye.
Meat, poultry and fish will be pitched alongside vegetables
plucked from the soil, literally just hours before the market
opens on Tuesdays at eleven. This year promises to
increase availability as the producers are more prepared for
the huge demand that saw most of the fresh produce sell
out very quickly last year.
The Glendale Highland Market is the brainchild of outgoing
Local Development Officer, Elgar Finlay “Glendale has
been famous for its cabbages” says Elgar “there are still a
few cabbages about, but a lot of the high quality produce
gets sold directly to restaurants and off the Island. The
market has been great on many fronts but in particular the
way it has allowed folk to gather and socialise has been
great to see… I’m really excited about the future, the
prospect of a local abattoir on the island would be a real
benefit, you don’t have to look far to appreciate the
incredible lamb on the hill and shore. All of that and more
could be consumed locally it’s got to taste better than
anything we get shipped in from across the world.”
It seems Elgar was on the button. Local Producer Anthony
Hovey of Skye Vegetables never expected to sell
everything each week. “We had to stop all the locals
coming down 10 minutes before the market opens” He
laughs “I had an early crop of potatoes last year which had
something to do with it. My neighbors own potatoes hadn’t
come through yet so I let them have some of mine….”
It's not just the locals with a taste for the ultra-fresh. Natalie
Bayfield a local volunteer, and now Brand Ambassador for
the market, even sold lobster and kale to tourists. “Actually
it’s an easy sell, who doesn’t want to come to Skye and eat

So will the Glendale Trust, who raised the funding and
support for the market, run out of stalls? All six stalls are
now booked but if any other producers want to sell, there
will at least another two made available.
Glendale Highland Market will be outside Glendale
Community Hall on the 21st June and every Tuesday
throughout the summer.
The market is open from 11am until 4pm. Producers are
Rachel Jackson Orbost Farm, Anthony Hovey Skye
Vegetables, Greg Lane Glendale Lobsters, Maria Eagle
Creek Preserves, Glynis Skye Free Range, Donald Murdie
and Robson Croft Produce, Ian and Robbie An Airigh
Market Garden. If you are interested in a stall, please
contact elizabeth.macleod@theglendaletrust.org Follow
Glendale Highland Market on twitter @GlendaleHM

Did you know?
This year the Glendale Free Church Celebrates its 140th
Anniversary! Check out the Church Facebook Page for
additional events and news.
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Bairns Briefing
by Dunvegan Parent Council

Dunvegan Primary has been well covered in local press
over the past years with the uncertainty surrounding a new
school leaving parents, staff and children facing continued
uncertainty with regards to the Highland Council Plans of
delivering a much needed new school.
In light of the uncertainty and the rapidly deteriorating
school buildings the Parent Council has been working hard
to support the work of the school and children.

Rapidly deteriorating primary school building

Council? What Council?
One final attempt to establish a Community Council for
Glendale will take place in August 2016, if this should fail,
Highland Council will seek to wind-up the Glendale
Community Council, close all related bank accounts and
hold the money in trust for the community until such time a
new Community Council is established.
A note will be put on the Highland Council website
regarding this for all Community Councils in Highland that
have failed to form and also that following the Elections in
August, in future, only two attempts will be made to
establish Community Councils who have failed to form.
Following that, a petition from 20 electors within the
community will be required prior to any election being held
to reform a Community Council.

Spring saw the delivery of new lottery funded playground
equipment including a slide and climbing frame which have
been very much enjoyed by the children. The IT project
delivered by the Glendale Trust saw primary 7 children
access additional IT learning and equipment. The loss of
specialist teachers in art music and drama has led to the
parent council delivering a 3year plan to fund 3 block
sessions per year which will provide the children with
access to drama art and music. The 2016 summer term has
seen Jeremy Rossiter from JR Art in Portree deliver a
fantastic and well received series of art lessons to the
whole of Dunvegan Primary. A new look website has also
been commissioned which will aid in communication for the
school parent’s children and community.
The school continues to support many additional extra
activities for children in after school clubs
Monday –

P1 – P3 Mini Kickers Football 3:15 –
4:30pm
P4 – P7 Football 5:30 – 6:30pm
Drumming (finished for summer)
Tuesday Gaelic Classes 3:15pm
Shinty Practice 6:30pm
Wednesday - JRSO – Portree
Music
Friday
IT Classes
Swimming lessons and Archery are also available locally on
a weekly basis. Keep a look out for summer events
including tennis coaching in the Glendale Hall and
homecoming activities which will include the fishing
competition and digital treasure hunt…..
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Taste of Success
Congratualtions to local resident Petri Pentikainen who
finished 9th in The Moët UK Sommelier of the Year
Compeition.
The competition is organised by the Academy of Food &
Wine Service and has been running since 1980. Past
winners include some of the UK’s best-known sommeliers
including Gerard Basset, Ronan Sayburn, Alan Holmes,
Matt Wilkin, Gearoid Devaney and Laura Rhys – to name
just a few. Many past winners took part in the competition
for several years before they finally won it including last
year’s winner, Tanguy Martin.
The Moët UK Sommelier of the Year competition is open to
professional sommeliers and waiting staff working in the UK
and all entries must be supported by their employer in
Petri's case the 3 Rossette, Three Chimneys Restaurant.
After qualifiying through regional heats finalists were
submitted to a gruelling three-hour competition in front of an
audience of invited guests and a judging panel chaired by
Gerard Basset winner of the 2010 Best Sommelier in the
World competition and the recipient of the inaugural Wine
and Spirit Ambassador Award at the 2014 Cateys.
As part of the competition the finalists were required to
inspect a wine list and identify a number of errors (that were
not to do with spelling or pricing); undergo a blind taste test,
as well as describing and identifying them, identify four
spirits served in black glasses, serve three tables of former
winners in a restaurant role play situation, and finally to
pour a magnum of Moët & Chandon Champagne into 16
glasses.
Now in their 37th year, the awards are run by the Academy
of the Food and Wine Service (AFWS) and The Caterer,
and is internationally recognised by the Association de la
Sommellerie Internationale (ASI). They seek to find the best
wine waiter or sommelier based on wine and spirits
knowledge, and front of house beverage skills.
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Glendale Shop News

Have you witnessed a tourist trauma?? Send
your pics to gcneditor@outlook.com we would
love to share them in our next edition (graphic
images will not be published)
…..

As usual, we are moving things all around again. David
Drennan at Holmsidale has made us a superb new books
and newspapers display stand ready for the summer. This
has really opened up the though way to the back of the
shop, but we still have a challenge to get people round the
corner. There are even still some locals that don't
appreciate the full range we have on offer. A little bit more
rearranging to go, but it will be worthwhile if we get our
alcohol off sales licence later this summer. Adrian
Campbell at Borrodale has made our new lean-to shed,
which when we get round to finishing shelving inside will
mean we can tidy up the old plastic shed, which may have
a new lease of life up Holmisdale as a garden shed for
Nancy. We are lucky in Glendale to have such skilled and
reliable craftsmen in the area.
Nancy has been having fun this year managing our shop
Facebook page (Click Here) Please like us and follow us to
get updates through the year. It's been a bit of a learning
curve to try and get the best out of it. Not least with
Facebook changing things as we go.
We have been pleased to support the Skye and Lochalsh
Foodbank via Blytheswood care this year. If you look after a
holiday cottage, please consider putting a leaflet in
suggesting that end of holiday food (unopened store
cupboard food only please) could be left at the shop to be
donated. If you buy food here for the foodbank tell us when
you pay as we'll knock 10% off at the till. We also take cash
donations which are converted to goods.
Thank you for supporting your local store. Remember it is
your shop, so please tell us if we can improve the service we
offer to you.
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Letters and Comment
The Glendale Trust has issued a call for volunteers. The
Trust needs volunteers to support and compliment the work
of Elizabeth and our other employees as they take forward
and deliver some important projects for the benefit of
Glendale. If you are interested or have some ideas that the
Trust could work on the friendly meetings are usually held
once a month and last only a couple of hours at the most.
There are many opportunities for volunteers to develop new
skills and undertake training. We would very much like to
have you along and very much appreciate any help and
support. We particularly look forward to seeing you at the
homecoming events this year as this is a key celebration of
Glendale for the people of Glendale.
Please Contact Richard :
glendaletrustsecretary@hotmail.com for details of meetings
or how to get involved

Get fit in Glendale
A regular combo fit class is taking off in the Glendale Hall
every Wednesday regular users are benefiting from Combo
Fit classes run by Graham Watt. Combo-Fit is a group of
people who are motivated to be fit and healthy, either by
attending regular fitness classes or using personal training
in a private gym. The Classes start 7pm on a Wednesday
and usually last for an hour in the Glendale Community
Hall.

The GT aims to publish letters and comments received
from our readers. Being the new and first edition we would
like to take this opportunity to encourage you to submit your
comments and letters via email to gcneditor@outlook.com.
If quantifiable support/feedback is received, then there will
be more publications it’s as simple as that. We need to
measure our reader’s feedback and comments whether
they are positive or negative and we are particularly happy
to cover any stories or develop columns which have
relevance to Glendale, the area and its people so please
pass on the GT to friends and family and submit any ideas
or comments. We are also keen to provide advertising
space for businesses and very much appreciate the support
of many of our local businesses. Looking forward to your
feedback… Team GT.

AlterNative Views
By Dr. James Oliver,

Latha math! The beauty and attraction of Skye (especially
Glendale and Duirinish), in our shared humble opinion, is
self-evident. As such it is a place familiar with visitors and
new arrivals—and some not so new! A key strength of
Glendale, and indeed any community, is always its people
and its ongoing history.
Across the Hebrides, and similar to many islands across
the globe, there is a strong history and social dynamic of
movement between dachaidh and air falbh (‘home’ and
‘away’). A relational life force that anyone who lives on
Skye is well aware of.
Glendale is ‘home’ (dachaidh) to many people, both within
and beyond the confines of its estate, crofts, shores and
various histories. This is evident through the lively and
strong connections with the glen that many folk retain, even
scattered across the globe.
There is a sense in which we are always Daileach. This
regular news feature will focus attention on these other
Daileachs—and the wider Glendale and Duirinish kin—
whether in Glasgow, Glastonbury, or Gippsland. Through
articulating people’s memories and knowledge of the glen
we will be able to connect to how they are also living their
lives now. Some of the stories from this network of our
diaspora may be more familiar than others —and
suggestions are also invited and most welcome — but all
these stories and histories will expand our own sense of
place. So look out for the first feature—it won’t be me!

